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Abstract

Genericity allows the substitution of types in a class.
This is usually obtained through parameterized classes,
although they are inflexible since any class can be in-
herited but is not in itself parameterized. We suggest a
new genericity mechanism, type substitution, which is a
subclassing concept that complements inheritance: any
class is generic, can be “instantiated” gradually with-
out planning, and has all of its generic instances as sub-
classes.

1 Introduction

This paper proposes type substitution as a new generic-
ity mechanism for statically typed object-oriented lan-
guages. With this concept we avoid type variables and
second-order entities and obtain the natural comple-
ment of inheritance; both are subclassing mechanisms
and they differ as follows.

• Inheritance. Construction of subclasses by
adding variables and procedures, and by replacing
procedure bodies.

• Type substitution. Construction of subclasses
by substituting types.

Type substitution is supportive of the real-life process of
software development. Every type occurring in a class
can be specialized through substitutions. This allows
old generic classes to be refined to new generic ones
which may be further specialized by subsequent sub-
classing. Also, every type can be viewed as a poten-
tial parameter. Not everything can be predicted in ad-
vance, and it is awkward to go back and restructure
an existing class hierarchy to introduce parameterized
classes. The ability to perform arbitrary substitutions,
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rather than predicted instantiations, maximizes possi-
bilities for later, perhaps unforeseen, code reuse.

In the following section we outline a core language
that will be used in examples. In section 3 we discuss
code reuse, polymorphism, inheritance, and genericity.
In section 4 we introduce type substitution as a new
subclassing mechanism to complement inheritance. In
section 5 we show how to program with type substi-
tution, and note that it solves some problems in the
Eiffel type system that were reported by Cook [10].
In section 6 we show that polymorphic procedures de-
clared outside classes can be provided as a shorthand,
allowing a symmetric programming style. In section 7
we demonstrate the usefulness of opaque definitions. In
section 8 we discuss heterogeneous variables. Finally, in
section 9 we present the type-checking rules.

Throughout, we use examples which are reformula-
tions of some taken from Meyer’s paper on genericity
versus inheritance [20], Sandberg’s paper on parameter-
ized and descriptive classes [26], and Cook’s paper on
problems in the Eiffel type system [10].

2 The Core Language

To avoid purely syntactic issues, we use a core language
with Pascal-like syntax and informal semantics, in-
spired by Simula [11], C++ [31], and Eiffel [21]. The
major aspects are as follows.

Objects group together variables and procedures, and
are instances of classes. The built-in classes are object
(the empty class), boolean, integer, and array. Variables
and parameters must be declared together with a type,
which is a class. In assignments and parameter passings,
types must be equal. In procedures returning a result
(functions), the variable Result is an implicitly declared
local variable of the procedure’s result type; its final
value becomes the result of a call. When a variable is
declared, an instance of the variable’s class is notion-
ally created. In an implementation, heap space is only
allocated when dynamically needed, i.e., the first time
the instance receives a message. This technique ensures
that variables are never nil; we also avoid a new (create)
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statement. Extra class names can be specified in two
ways: through the transparent

let name = class

which yields a synonym, and through the opaque

let name ≈ class

which yields new type with the same implementation.

Let us now examine different approaches to introduc-
ing code reuse into this core language.

3 Code Reuse

Object-oriented programming strives to obtain reusable
software components, e.g., procedures, objects, classes.
The two major approaches to this are polymorphism and
prefixing, see figure 1.

• Polymorphism. A component may have more
than one type. Examples: ML-functions [22],
generic Ada-packages [12], parameterized CLU-
clusters [17].

• Prefixing. A component may be described as an
extension of another component. Examples: Del-
egation [16], Simula-prefixing [11], Smalltalk-
inheritance [13].

In typed languages, a component can be used only ac-
cording to its type. A polymorphic component has sev-
eral types; hence it can be used in several different ways.
In this approach, code is reused in applications. If the
behavior of a component is completely described by its
type, then that type is unique and polymorphism is of
course not possible. Alternatively, a description can be
used as a prefix of other descriptions. In this approach,
code is reused in definitions.

A class completely describes the behavior of its ob-
jects. Many object-oriented languages use classes as
types, have inheritance as prefixing (subclassing) mech-
anism, and allow variables and assignments. Major ex-
amples are Simula, C++, and Eiffel. Inheritance
gives a particular style of code reuse in definitions. It
allows the construction of subclasses by adding vari-
ables and procedures, and by replacing procedure bod-
ies. This has inspired a development of polymorphic
languages seeking to obtain the same style of code reuse
in applications. They are functional languages using ob-
ject interfaces as types [30]. By allowing a type to be
a subtype of (conform to) other types, an object can be
viewed as having both the declared type and its super-
types. Hence, code applicable to objects of some type
can also be applied to objects of a subtype.
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Figure 1: Two approaches to code reuse.

Since Cardelli’s seminal paper [4], the definition of
the subtype relation has undergone a number of modi-
fications to achieve a closer resemblance to inheritance.
Bounded parametric polymorphism was introduced by
Cardelli and Wegner [6] to avoid type-loss in applica-
tions, and recently F -bounded polymorphism [2, 3, 7]
has been proposed to resolve a number of shortcomings
involving recursive types. It should be noted, though,
that these polymorphic languages cannot emulate inher-
itance of classes with variables because mutable types
have no non-trivial subtypes, as observed by Cardelli [5];
this is further discussed in the section on heterogeneous
variables.

Some polymorphic languages allow parameterized
types which give a different style of code reuse that
cannot be expressed through inheritance. Parameter-
ized types can be used to describe generic components,
i.e., components whose type annotations can be sub-
stituted. This has inspired several attempts of provid-
ing a notion of generic class. The simplest approach is
to use parameterized classes. A parameterized class is
a second-order entity which is instantiated to specific
classes when actual type parameters are supplied. To-
gether with parameterized classes, Sandberg introduces
descriptive classes as an alternative to subclassing [26].
Descriptive classes are used to avoid passing procedure
parameters. Ohori and Buneman combine parameter-
ized classes and inheritance with static type inference,
though disallowing reimplementation of inherited pro-
cedures [23]. Language designs with both parameter-
ized classes and inheritance include Eiffel [21], Trel-

lis/Owl [27], and Demeter [15].

Instantiation of parameterized classes is less flexible
than inheritance, since any class can be inherited but is
not in itself parameterized. In other words, code reuse
with parameterized classes requires planning; code reuse
with inheritance does not. Another drawback of param-
eterized classes is that they cannot be gradually instan-
tiated. This makes it awkward to, for example, declare
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Figure 2: Polymorphism and prefixing.

a class ring, then specializing it to a class matrix, and
finally specializing matrix to a class booleanmatrix.

Another approach to generic classes is the use of mod-
ifiable declarations, exemplified by the Simula [11] and
Beta [19, 14] notion of virtual attributes. This tech-
nique allows types to be modified in a subclass, thus pro-
viding substitution of type annotations in a generic class
as a subclassing mechanism. Unfortunately, individual
conflicting modifications may yield type-incorrect sub-
classes; this leads to a fair amount of run-time type-
checking [18], which is superfluous if the resulting class
is in fact type-correct.

A summary of polymorphism and prefixing is pro-
vided in figure 2. In the following section, we introduce
type substitution as a new approach to generic classes.
It is a subclassing mechanism without the drawbacks of
parameterized classes and modifiable declarations.

4 Type Substitution

Inheritance is not the only possible subclassing mech-
anism. This section discusses a more general notion
of type-safe code reuse of class definitions, and sug-
gests type substitution as a new subclassing mechanism
to complement inheritance. The discussion is informal;
formal definitions and proofs are given in [24].

Let us first define the universe of all possible classes.
A class can be thought of as untyped code in which
type annotations are included whenever variables and
parameters are declared. Since types are classes, this
gives rise to a tree denotation of a class. The root is the
untyped code of the class, and for each position where

class sequence
var head: object
var tail: sequence

end

3object

var head: • var tail: •

Figure 3: Sequences.

a type annotation is written, there is a subtree with the
tree denotation of the corresponding class. The only
exception is that recursive occurrences of the class itself
are not denoted explicitly, but by the symbol 3. Notice
that a tree denotation may still be infinite if it contains
other recursive types. As a simple example, a sequence
class and its tree denotation is presented in figure 3.
Note that the standard dynamic semantics of method
lookup [8, 25, 9] can be based exclusively on these de-
notations. Thus we need only explain inheritance and
type substitution by their effect on denotations; their
dynamic semantics can then be inferred.

There is a relation / on tree denotations that indicates
the possibilities for type-safe code reuse, i.e., if T1 / T2

then T1 may be reused in the definition of T2. We need
the following two requirements:

• Monotonicity: the code in T1 must nodewise be a
prefix of the code in T2.

• Stability: if two types in T1 are equal, then the
corresponding two types in T2 must be equal.

These requirements ensure that type-correctness of
procedure calls and assignments in T1 is preserved in T2,
as discussed in a later section on type-checking. Fig-
ure 4 shows how monotonicity and stability may fail,
whereas figure 5 illustrates a situation where both prop-
erties hold. The relation / is a decidable, partial order.
We generalize the usual terminology by calling T2 a sub-
class of T1. When opaque definitions are considered,
then / is only a preorder, i.e., a class and its opaque
versions are different but mutually /-related.

We observe that if T2 inherits T1, then it is indeed
the case that T1 /T2. Monotonicity holds since the root
of T1 is a prefix of the root of T2. Stability holds since
no type in T1 is changed.

A simple example of inheritance is presented in fig-
ure 6. The use of 3 ensures that the subclass has the
same recursive structure as the superclass it inherits. If
instead the denotation was completely expanded, then
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Figure 5: Monotonicity and stability.

only the first element of a list instance would have an
empty component.

The key observation is that / contains possibilities
for substituting type annotations that are not realized
by inheritance. This leads us to introduce the following
new mechanism. If C, Ai, and Bi are classes, then

C[A1, . . . , An ← B1, . . . , Bn]

is a type substitution which specifies a class D such that
C/D and all occurrences of Ai are substituted by Bi. As
a simple example, consider the type substitution and its
resulting denotation in figure 7.

Clearly, not all specifications can be realized. For ex-
ample, we could not specify that object should be substi-
tuted by both boolean and integer. We say that a spec-
ification as the above is consistent when a tree with Ai-
subtrees is /-smaller than the same tree with Bi-subtrees
instead. Every consistent specification can be realized
by a unique most general class, i.e., one whose types are
the least specialized; furthermore, this unique class can
be computed from the specification, and is by definition
/-related to its superclass.

In figure 7, type substitution appears indistinguish-
able from textual substitution. This, however, is only
because the example is simple. In general, textual sub-
stitution will not yield a type-correct class, as illustrated
by figure 8. If we try to obtain D2 as D1 with C1 tex-
tually substituted by C2, then the assignment in proce-
dure p involves different types: an integer and an object.
Using type substitution, D2 is the smallest type-correct

class list inherits sequence
var empty: boolean

end

boolean

var head: • var tail: • var empty: •

3object

Figure 6: Lists.

sequence[object ← integer]

3integer

var head: • var tail: •

Figure 7: Integer sequences.

subclass of D1 with C1 substituted by C2. This means
that also object is substituted by integer. In fact, an
equivalent specification of D2 is D1[object ← integer].
The relevant denotations are shown in figure 9.

We now have two mechanisms which exploits the /-
relation: inheritance and type substitution. Obviously,
we must consider if there are more possibilities for code
reuse left. It turns out that the answer is no: every sub-
class of a class C can be obtained through a finite num-
ber of inheritance and type substitution steps. Further-
more, inheritance and type substitution can be shown
to form an orthogonal basis for /, as indicated in fig-
ure 10. Thus, genericity and inheritance are reconciled
as independent, complementary components of a uni-
fied concept [20]. Also, every subclass can in fact be

class C1
var x: object

end

let C2 = C1[object ← integer]
class D1

var c: C1
proc p(arg: object)

begin c.x:=arg end

end

let D2 = D1[C1 ← C2]

Figure 8: Not textual substitution.
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obtained by one type substitution followed by one ap-
plication of inheritance. The converse is false because
the extra code may exploit the larger types.

Type substitution solves some problems in the Eiffel

type system that were reported by Cook [10], since at-
tributes cannot be redeclared in isolation in subclasses,
there are no asymmetries as with declaration by asso-
ciation, and parameterized class instantiation can be
expressed as subclassing.

The following section shows how to program with
type substitution.

5 Programming Examples

Consider the stack classes in figure 11. In stack, the el-
ement type is object, and likewise the formal parameter
of push and the result of top are of type object. The
classes booleanstack and integerstack are type substitu-
tions of stack. For example, booleanstack is the class
obtained from stack by substituting all occurrences of
object by boolean, leaving all assignments legal.

class stack
var space: array of object
var index: integer
proc empty returns boolean

begin Result:=(index=0) end

proc push(x: object)
begin index:=index+1; space[index]:=x end

proc top returns object
begin Result:=space[index] end

proc pop
begin index:=index–1 end

proc initialize
begin index:=0 end

end

let booleanstack = stack[object ← boolean]
let integerstack = stack[object ← integer]

Figure 11: Stack classes.

class ring
var value: object
proc plus(other: ring)
proc times(other: ring)
proc zero
proc unity

end

class booleanring inherits

ring[object ← boolean]
proc plus

begin value:=(value or other.value) end

proc times
begin value:=(value and other.value) end

proc zero
begin value:=false end

proc unity
begin value:=true end

end

Figure 12: Ring classes.

Thus, stack acts like a parameterized class but is just
a class, not a second-order entity. This enables grad-
ual instantiations of “parameterized classes”, as demon-
strated in the following examples.



class matrix inherits

ring[object ← array of array of ring]
proc plus

var i,j: integer
begin

for i:=1 to arraysize do

for j:=1 to arraysize do

value[i,j].plus(other.value[i,j])
end

. . .
end

let booleanmatrix =
matrix[ring ← booleanring]

let matrixmatrix = matrix[ring ← matrix]

Figure 13: Matrix classes.

class rr
var value: array of array of ring
proc plus(other: rr)
proc times(other: rr)
proc zero
proc unity

end

Figure 14: Recursive structure is preserved.

Consider next the recursive ring classes in figure 12.
The class booleanring inherits a type substitution of
class ring; thus, booleanring is a subclass of ring. This il-
lustrates how type substitution and inheritance comple-
ment each other: first object is substituted by boolean;
then the inherited procedures are implemented appro-
priately. Since the recursive structure of a class is pre-
served during type substitutions, we do not need the
association type like Current as found in Eiffel [20, 21].

This can be further illustrated by the matrix classes
in figure 13. Again, the class matrix is obtained through
a type substitution followed by an application of inher-
itance. Note that we, as opposed to Eiffel, do not
need a dummy variable of type ring serving as an anchor
for some association types [20, 21]. In class booleanma-
trix occurrences of ring are substituted by booleanring,
and consequently occurrences of object are substituted
by boolean. Class matrixmatrix is obtained analogously.
That the recursive structure of a class is preserved
in its subclasses can be seen by focusing on the class
ring[object ← array of array of ring], which has the same
denotation as the class in figure 14; the occurrence of
ring in the type of value is not subsumed.

6 Polymorphic Procedures

Polymorphic procedures declared outside classes can be
provided through type substitution. This allows sym-
metric operations and a more functional programming
style.

Consider, for example, the swap procedure in fig-
ure 15. When swap is called with two objects of the
same type, the compiler will infer that it would have
been possible to write the program in the following way:

1) Place the procedure in an auxiliary class with no
other procedures or variables.

2) Identify a subclass where object is substituted by
the type of the actual parameters.

3) Perform a normal call to the procedure in a notional
object of the subclass.

Note that the formal and actual parameters specify the
substitution. A call is, of course, only legal when this
specification is consistent. Such polymorphic proce-
dures can be called without sending a message to an ob-
ject. Actual parameters can be instances of subclasses
of the formal parameter types, but if two formal param-
eter types are equal then the corresponding two actual
parameter types must be equal as well. This parallels
the developments in [28, 29].

proc swap(inout x,y: object)
var t: object
begin t:=x; x:=y; y:=t end

Figure 15: Swap procedure.

class order
var value: object
proc equal(other: order) returns boolean
proc less(other: order) returns boolean

end

class integerorder inherits order[object ← integer]
proc equal

begin Result:=(value=other.value) end

proc less
begin Result:=(value<other.value) end

end

proc minimum(x,y: order) returns order
begin

if x.less(y)
then Result:=x
else Result:=y

end

Figure 16: Order classes and a minimum procedure.



class list
var empty: boolean
var head: object
var tail: list

end

proc cons(x: object; y: list) returns list
begin

Result.empty:=false;
Result.head:=x;
Result.tail:=y

end let orderlist = list[object ← order]
proc insert(x: order; y: orderlist) returns

orderlist
begin

if y.empty or x.less(y.head)
then Result:=cons(x,y)
else Result:=cons(y.head,insert(x,y.tail))

end

proc sort(x: orderlist) returns orderlist
begin

if x.empty
then Result:=x
else Result:=insert(x.head,sort(x.tail))

end

let integerorderlist =
orderlist[order ← integerorder]

Figure 17: List classes and a sort procedure.

Consider next the order classes and the minimum pro-
cedure in figure 16. Instances of order may be compared
for equality and inequality, though in an asymmetrical
way, as is usual in object-oriented programming. The
minimum procedure is declared outside class order, is
symmetrical, and takes two arguments of the same type
provided the arguments are instances of a class which
is a subclass of order. This gives an effect similar to
bounded parametric polymorphism [6].

As a final example, consider the list classes and the
(insertion) sort procedure in figure 17. We have ob-
tained the functional programming style by declaring
procedures outside classes. The sort procedure takes an
argument whose class is a subclass of orderlist. It gives
back a list of the same type with the components of the
argument sorted in ascending order. Notice the poly-
morphic calls of cons, and that sort can be called with
an integerorderlist.

7 Opaque Definitions

The consistency condition on type substitutions seems
at first to impose unwanted restrictions. We may have
that two occurrences of e.g. object in a class are intended
to play entirely different roles. However, in a type sub-

let arg ≈ object
let res ≈ object
class map

var a: arg
var r: res
var next: map
proc update(x: arg; y: res)

begin · · · end

proc inspect(x: arg) returns res
begin · · · end

end

let phonebook = map[arg,res ← text,integer]

Figure 18: Use of opaque definitions.

stitution they must be substituted by the same type to
uphold consistency. Such problems can be avoided by
judicious application of opaque definitions, as illustrated
in figure 18.

In the class map we clearly want to allow arbitrary ar-
gument and result types. This suggests that they should
both have type object; but we also want the types of ar-
guments and results to be completely independent. By
defining the types of arg and res to be opaque versions of
object, we can achieve both aspirations simultaneously.
The class phonebook can now be obtained through a
type substitution of text for arg and integer for res.

8 Heterogeneous Variables

Assignments between unequal types were not needed to
construct generic classes. Actually, most parts of a pro-
gram do not need such assignments [1]. However, they
are clearly required to build heterogeneous data struc-
tures. This suggests that genericity and heterogeneity
are independent issues.

To obtain a comprehensive language, we now intro-
duce heterogeneous variables, i.e., variables which may
hold not only instances of the declared class but also
those of its subclasses. They are declared as

var name: ↑ type

Such variables are needed for the programming of
databases, for example, where instances of different
classes are stored together. While allowing more pro-
grams, such variables disable compile-time type-check-
ing. Run-time type-checking under similar circum-
stances were first used in Simula implementations, and
later adopted in the implementation of Beta.

The list class in figure 19 is heterogeneous, since it
contains a heterogeneous variable. All subclasses of
list are again heterogeneous. When a class is hetero-
geneous then all variables of the corresponding type are



class list
var empty: boolean
var head: ↑ object
var tail: list

end

Figure 19: A heterogeneous list class.

class parent
proc base
proc get(arg: parent)

begin arg.base end

end

class son inherits parent
proc extra
proc get(arg: son)

begin arg.extra end

end var p,q: parent
var s: son
begin

p:=s;
p.get(q) (* run-time error *)

end

Figure 20: Cook’s example.

automatically heterogeneous themselves. All polymor-
phic procedures declared outside classes can, however,
be reused. Thus, the sort procedure does not have to be
altered.

Let us reexamine (a reformulation of) one of the Eif-

fel programs that Cook provided in his paper on prob-
lems in the Eiffel type system [10], see figure 20. Class
parent specifies a procedure base and a procedure get
which takes an argument of type parent and calls the
base procedure of this argument. Class son is a subclass
of parent and specifies in addition a procedure extra. It
also reimplements procedure get to call instead the extra
procedure of its argument (which in class son is of type
son).

Cook notes that in Eiffel it is (erroneously) stati-
cally legal to declare a variable of type parent, assign
a son object to it (because in Eiffel son conforms to
parent), and then use the parent variable as if it referred
to a parent object, for example by calling the referred
object’s get procedure with an argument of type parent.
This will lead to a run-time error because when the get
procedure in the son object is executed, it will try to
access the extra procedure of its argument which does
not exist.

Cook claims that the problem in the type system
stems from considering that son conforms to parent; the
restriction of the argument type of procedure get in class
son violates the contravariance of function types. But,

class small
var x: object

end

class big
var x: integer

end proc switch(p,q: small)
begin p.x:=q.x end var s: small

var b: big
var i: integer
begin

switch(b,s);
i:=b.x+1 (* run-time error *)

end

Figure 21: Variables cannot be ignored.

since Eiffel uses variables and assignments, an analy-
sis based on subtyping is not appropriate, as noted in
section 3. In our analysis, the parent variable p should
be declared as heterogeneous in order to allow the as-
signment of a son object to it. This declaration also
signals a warning that run-time checks may be neces-
sary. When calling the referred object’s get procedure,
the compiler will know that the object need not be of
type parent, and thus insert a run-time type-check of
the argument (which will fail in this case).

To further illustrate the problem with variables and
subtyping, see figure 21. An execution of this program
will lead to a run-time error because b.x is in fact of type
object. In Cardelli’s analysis, big is not a subclass of
small since they both contain variables; hence, the call of
switch with the actual parameter b is illegal. An analy-
sis analogous to the ones of Cook [10] would erroneously
deem the program legal since variables are ignored and
only the usual subtyping rules are considered. In our
analysis, the program is illegal because consistency fails
in the call of switch: b and s have different types. Note
that we will allow a call of switch(b,b); Cardelli prohibits
this even though it will not lead to run-time errors. Sim-

ula and Beta’s assignable variables can only be het-
erogeneous; hence superfluous run-time type-checks will
be inserted by their implementations in such situations.

In the following section we give the complete type-
check rules which also considers heterogeneous expres-
sions.

9 Type-checking

The traditional purpose of type-checking in object-
oriented languages is to ensure that all messages to ob-
jects will be understood [1]. In the homogeneous sub-
set of our language this can be entirely determined at
compile-time. The rules to check whether source code
is type-correct are



• Early checks: verify for all calls x.p(. . . ) that a
procedure p is implemented by the declared type of
x.

• Equality checks: verify for all assignments and pa-
rameter passings that the two declared types are
equal.

Note that in theory these checks should be performed
on the denotations of the classes. However, because
of monotonicity and stability of /, the validity of such
checks will be preserved when code is reused through
inheritance and type substitution. More specifically,
monotonicity preserves early checks and stability pre-
serves equality checks. Hence, source code need only be
checked once, as usual.

If heterogeneous variables are introduced then
compile-time checks are no longer sufficient. One so-
lution to this predicament is to switch entirely to run-
time checks of individual messages, in the style of
Smalltalk. It is, however, a vast improvement to di-
rect the attention towards assignments, which allows the
mixture of compile- and run-time checking that is used
in Simula and Beta. It turns out that in many cases,
run-time checks are not needed anyway.

First of all, the usual early checks are performed.
Only the equality checks need to be revised. For this
analysis, we can identify assignments and parameter
passings. We now have four cases, as both the left-
and right-hand object can be homogeneous or heteroge-
neous. Let stat(x) be the statically declared class of an
object x and dyn(x) its dynamic class. If x is homoge-
neous then stat(x) = dyn(x), whereas if x is heteroge-
neous then stat(x) / dyn(x). We consider the assignment
L:=R.

1) L and R are both homogeneous: At compile-
time we verify that stat(L) = stat(R).

2) L is heterogeneous, R is homogeneous: At
compile-time we verify that stat(L) / stat(R).

3) L is homogeneous, R is heterogeneous: At
compile-time we verify that stat(L) . stat(R). At
run-time we verify that stat(L) = dyn(R).

4) L and R are both heterogeneous: If, at compile-
time, stat(L) / stat(R) then no run-time checks are
necessary. If, at compile-time, stat(L) . stat(R) and
stat(L) 6= stat(R) then we verify at run-time that
stat(L) / dyn(R).

Note that because / generalizes inheritance, this tech-
nique saves many run-time type-checks that are inserted
by Simula and Beta implementations.

10 Conclusion

We have presented a new approach to genericity in
object-oriented languages. It has none of the drawbacks
of parameterized classes and offers many pragmatic ad-
vantages: any class is generic, can be “instantiated”
gradually without planning, and has all of its generic
instances as subclasses.
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